


Assignment: sizing and cropping 
Content Aware: 
Photoshop CC uses content-aware technology to intelligently fill in the gaps when you use the Crop tool for straightening or 
rotating an image, or expanding your canvas beyond the image's original size. After making your crop Content aware fills the 
white area with image. It does a pretty good job, remember you can use your retouching skills to make this look better if 
needed. 

Straighten a photo while cropping: 
The photo is rotated and aligned to straighten it. The canvas is automatically resized to accommodate the rotated pixels. 

lliiill Straighten 

To straighten a photo, using the crop tool you have two options: 
•Place the pointer a little outside the corner handles and drag to rotate the image. A grid displays inside the crop box and the
image rotates behind it.
•Click Straighten in the control bar and then using the Straighten tool, draw a reference line to straighten the photo. For
example, draw a line along the horizon or an edge to straighten the image along it.

Perspective Crop Tool: 
The Perspective Crop tool lets you transform the perspective in an image while cropping. Use the Perspective Crop tool when 
working with images that contain keystone distortion. Keystone distortion occurs when an object is photographed from an angle 
rather than from a straight-on view. For example, if you take a picture of a tall building from ground level, the edges of the 
building appear closer to each other at the top than they do at the bottom. 

•Found in the Tool Panel as a flyout under the crop tool.
•Draw a marquee around the distorted object. Match the edges of the marquee to the rectangular edges of the object.
•Click the check box to complete the perspective crop.

Add to your canvas using the Crop Tool: 
Drag the crop handles outwards to enlarge the canvas. Use the Alt/Option modifier key to enlarge from all sides. 

When sizing your image these, all have the same meaning. 

•Landscape= Horizontal= Width= Longest Side
•Portrait = Vertical = Height = Longest Side
•Square= Height or Width= Longest Side

Sizing: 
Menu - Image - Image Size 
When the dialogue box opens up, take a look around. There is quite a bit of useful info here, file size, file dimensions, You can 
adjust pixels, inches and more. 
1) Always set your PP/ first. (Pixels Per Inch) - (Resolution)

If you set PP/ after your Height/Width you will need to go back and re-adjust the HIW settings.
2) Make sure your link between Height and Width is on (constrain on). It will be darker (highlighted). This keeps the HIW in
proportion to one another. No stretched or squat files. When you change one side the other will update in proportion to what
you adjusted.
3) Make your size adjustment in pixels or inches.
4) Leave Resample check on for upsizing or down sizing your files. Leave this set to Automatic, PS will choose the best algorithm
for the size change you have made to the file.
5) Click OK

Submit: 
•12 images

1 each of 1,2,3,4
Image 5 submit 2 versions.
Image 6 submit the 6 defined variations. When naming add the crop ratio to the title.

•Saved to the specs found below

My Sizing Cropping Videos for You: 
How to: Sizing: 
https:llyoutu.be/ZUjN/GgDkDg 
How to: Cropping: 
https:llyoutu.be/KLRB_uH0Sek 

https://youtu.be/ZUjNlGgDkDg
https://youtu.be/KLRB_uH0Sek
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